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CHAPTER 6

Media Technology and Media Logic( s): The
Media Gramn1ar Approach
CaJa Thimm

6 .1

INTRODUCTION

The past years have seen rapid technological advances in all fields of
society. Computers and other machines have moved from our workspaces into our homes and day-to-day lives. They are now part of many
of our personal routines and can be found not only in phones, cars, or
homes, but in our bodies as well. A constantly rising number of digital platforms enable private and professional contacts bet:\1/een friends,
family, or strangers, facilitate digital consumption, or offer services of ·
all kinds. These developments have put the notion of "technology" and
its relation to the social back on the agenda with increasing urgency.
Looking at "media logic" from a technological perspective consequently
entails a view on the interconnectedness of technology, individual and
society. It is not only the artefact-or the "machine"-itself, which
comes into focus, but the independency of daily life and technology,
which has shaped the debate on the "digital society."
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Even though there is more and more research a,·aibble which discusses the dynamics between participatory technology, media cultures,
and society, a clear focus on the relation between empirical findings and
theoretical approaches is still missing. In this paper, it will be suggested
that the functional approach of "media grammar" offers optio ns for theoretical as well as empirical integration into a larger frame,,·o rk o n social
media cultures and media logic.

6.2

DIMENSIO NS OF MEDIA LOGIC A~D TECH:'-;OLOGY

6.2.1

From ((Classical'' to ((Social Media" Logic

Given today's changing media landscape, it see ms reasona bl e to speak
of classical media logic research (Altheide & Snow, 1979, 1992 ), which
at the time entailed solely the media logics of tradi tional media systems
such as television. By introducing this term , Altheide and Snow ( 1979)
developed what was descri bed as "mass media logic." This approac h
was meant to identify the role of the media's powerful di sco urse outside
their institutional boundaries . Altheide and Snow ( 1979 ) defined (mass)
media logic as a set of principles or common sense rationality cultivated
in and by media institutions which penetrate every public domain and
dominate its organizing structures. Their notio n of media logic focused
on an institutional perspective in which th e distributed contents of mass
media and their "bureaucratized media logic" transform and shape "the
meanings of knowledge of social institutions, including politics" ( 24 7).
Until recentl y, the notion of media logic has primaril y been used to
describe the functions of mass media and in particular news media in
relation to the logics of the political institutions, and has stayed in the
Altheide/Snow tradition. But with the changes in the media landscape
the notion of media logics has been expanded and di ve rsified to cover
these new media as well as their influences in other domains than politics, for example in the works of Hjarvard ( 2008 ), who sees media as
reflexively acting institutions tl1at construct (social ) reality. He claims
that in a social environment, in which technologies influence our daily
lives in many respects and in which media have turned into tools for participatory cultures of all kinds, it is necessary to take a close r look on
critical reflections on new media logics in the se nse of interconnected
media and their specific logic(s), or as Hjarvard (2008) puts it: "The
term 'media logic' refers to the institutional and technological modus
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operandi of the media, including the ways in which media distribute
material and symbolic reso urces and operate with the help of formal
and informal ;.ules" (Hjarvard, 2008 : 113 and Hjarvard in this volume ). In this context, assessments on the validity and valence of the term
"technology" have to be reviewed. Are, for example, certain technologies so dominant and pervasive that social interaction and social use do
not influence their role for society? Or is it a mutual process of the social
and the technology that shapes society?
Overall, it can be observed that, finally, technology has started to play
an increasingly important role in the debate, beyo nd all fears of technological determinism (Katzenbach, 2012). More and more, for example, algorithms and their role as technology are regarded as powerful
determinants which control data selection and determine user activities
(Stein er, 201,2). Some even see an "algorithmic tum" (Urrichio, 2011)
or "automated media" (Napoli, 2014). Looking at these seemingly
uncontrollable new powers the question between the social and :11e
technical has come back with new force: is it the social context, which
encourages or discourages the adoption of technology? And when technology is adopted, which effects does it have on people's lives and, vice
versa, which effects do people's actions and their cultures have on the
new technology? These questions have accompanied technology for centuries and are nothing new in the field of, for example, science, and technology studies. But with the introduction of technologies, ·which are not
only closely embedded in politics and economy but also determine daily
actions of millions of individuals on the globe, this question needs to be
reflected on a larger scale . As will be argued, the perspective of social
media logic can be regarded as an important contribution to an understanding of the interconnectedness of individual action, media systems,
and society.
This paper starts from the assumption that there is a dynamic r~lationship between user culture, user behaviour and technology, whi~h
can be described by redefining the concept of "media logics" and situating it into the context of interactive media. When looking at these
developments more closely it becomes clear, that the term "technology"
has turned into a dynamic, unstable, and transient description for a mul titude of objects, concepts, and developments. Consequently, when
assessing media logic from the perspective of technology the term needs
"technology" needs to be reconsidered. Hence, before introducing the
model of media grammar, which is meant to offer a systematic approach
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for the analysis of media logic and media usage, it seems necessary
to briefly reflect on the role of technology from the perspective of
"technological determinism."

6.2.2

Technology and System Logic: Technological Determinism?

When looking at this presumed interrelatedness of technology and social
change, the problem of determinism comes up immediately. Media
scholars have in the past treated technology as a single static phenomenon with a focus on the interplay between society and technology. But
McLuhan's ( 1962) strong point on the power of (media) technology
lay the ground for a perspective on media technology as determining
factor on how individuals in a society think, feel, act, and how society
operates as we move from one technological age to another. Instead of
considering technology as part of a larger spectrum of human activity,
Technological Determinism (TD) sees technology as the basis for all
human activity and disregards human activities as an influencing variable on the development of technology. General ly speaking, technological determinism is often understood as the idea that technology develops
as the sole result of an internal dynamic, and then, unmediated by any
other influence, determines societal developments to fit its patterns.
As Wyatt (2008) points out, technological determinism comes
in various shapes and forms, there are various interpretations of the
"loops" between society, the individual, and technology. The proponents of technological determinism, who see technology as a cause for
social change, conceptualize technology as the driving force itself, disregarding the strong influences of societal need and individual actions
(Bimber, 1994). But critics of TD argue variously that technology itself
is socially determined, that technology and social structures co-evolve in
a non-deterministic, emergent process, or that the effects of any given
technology depend mainly on how it is implemented which is in turn
socially determined.
In order to maintain the causal role of technology, one must reject the
strong social constructionist thesis that would explain technology's overall direction of development by reference to social structures. The Actor
Network Theory (ANT), for one, rejects technological as well as social
determinism. Latour ( 1987), one of the main protagonists of the ANT,
points out that this not only a theoretical position, but also a methodo logical one . He stresses that one should study "science in action and not

6
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ready made science or technology, to do so we either arrive before the
facts and machines are blackboxed or we follow the controversies that
reopen them" (258, italics in the original) (see also Latour, 1991). This
imperative gives power to the social and societal impact on technology in
the making.
But it has proven difficult for social constructionists to show that the
broad direction of technological change is entirely or mainly a function
of the constellation of social forces. Technological constraints and opportunities weigh too heavily nowadays to be pushed so far into the ba~kground. Taking up Adler's ( 2006) arguments on the social factors which
are shaping technology's effects, it shall be argued in this paper that the
more dominant technology gets in a modern society, the more important
it seems to give both perspectives the necessary attention . Given the pro liferation of new technologies in modern capitalism, the TD debate seem
more necessary than ever, and media logics are increasingly influenced by
media technologies and the subsequent elaboration of media literacy of
the population. To take up the conclusion put forward by Wyatt (2008:
175 ): "Just as we take technology seriously, we must take technological
determinism seriously".
This holds particularly true for the internet and the various platforms it hosts. In the beginning, these platforms had as their main
purpose the idea of the social: connecting people and formation of networks, consequently they were called "social nel:\vorks." Their underly ing functionality ( or system logic) was that of an enabler and facilitator
of social exchange. Along with the increasing number of people using
these networks came a new business model: The collection of data. By
"datafication" in general and data-based services on these platforms in
particular, a new value system was established. By now, data themselves
have become a currency and datafication has turned everyday actions
into hard-money value. This has been observed critically by many
scholars, who question the ethics and accountability of such data analysis: "The rise of analytics presents a significant normative challenge for
scholars, activists and others who seek to understand how humanity,
sociability and experience are represented. The daily practices of grappling with data and with the consequences of data analyses generate ne,v
questions about what and whose power gets exercised through such
practices, and to what degree such exercises of power are satisfactorily
made accountable." (Couldry & Powell, 2014: 2).
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. The collection and compilation of such data has led to a continuous
influx o_f new digital cultures, new platforms and platform services . The
underlymg principle to generate valuable data is based on the business
model of the so called "walled garden system." In the worlds of technology and cyberlaw, the term "walled garden" has become an epithet
to epitomize a proprietary, controlled platform, community, or standard (Mehra, 2011). As inferred by the metaphor, such a "garden" calls
for more "flowers," i.e., attractions, on the platforms in order to make
them a place worth spending time on. But not all walled gardens are
constructed the same way. Zittrain (2008) distinguishes between sterile but safe examples of "information appliances" such as the iPhone
and "networks of control" such as Facebook, and vu lnerable but mal~eable Personal Computers (PCs) and a "generative" Internet, meanmg information technology that fosters greater creativity among users
of these networks. These networks try to generate a "happy" customer
by mostly showing preferred content tl1at corresponds to the interests
and preferences of the customer. The so-called "filter bubble model"
(Pariser, 2011 ) makes the same claim-Pariser detected a selected exposure technique to online content and social contacts based on user performances and users' online history. But the walled garden system is not
only based on blocking others or unfitting information, but also needs to
stay attractive for those already in: all walled garden systems are forced to
constantly offer new and interesting activities in order to keep their customers happy and expand their activity times on the platform. In order
to increase their attractiveness, platforms have consequently started to
expand their services. These services or tools enable specific user activities and have recently discussed as "media affordances" (see below).
For example, as fast news and instant reporting have become of val ue,
Facebook has added functionalities in the users' timelines and became
a news aggregator, while Twitter expanded its services by including
Periscope as a tool for live reporting. And this strategy proved to be successful: A majority of US adults-62%-now get news on social media,
and 18% do so often or even exclusively, according to a survey by Pew
Research Center (PEW, 2016 ).
This brief description is just a small glimpse onto a development,
which describes technology as driven by human demand on the one
hand, but also includes the force of technology itself. For the further discussion on media logic and media cultures, the linkage between human
needs and demands and the rise of technological options both play
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togetl1er. And this is particularly important when looking into the not so-far-away future, where media logic will also have to includ_e the logic
of machines and algorithms: "Because of new breakthroughs Ill the field
of artificial intelligence (AI ), more and more the ' person' ?n the other
end of the connection is a computer" (Hender & MulveluU, 2016: 4).
And in the long run, our new communication partners might also a type
of robot, who might ( or might not ) be a "moral machine" (Wallach &
Allen, 2016 ).

6.2.3

Media Affordances and Polymedia

For a better understandin 0o- of the interplay. between media technology,
.
media usage and societal change, Bucher and Helmond (2017) pornt to
the concept of "media affordance." They see it as "a key ter_m for understanding and analyzing social media interfaces and tl1e relat10ns between
technology and its users". The authors claim tliat tl1e concept of affo~dances is an approach that captures the relationship between t~e maten ality of media and huma n agency, which continues to play an important
role in media studies and social media research specifically. The affordance approach is often used to focus attention not on a1~y ~articular
technology, but on tl1e new dynamics or types of commumcat.!Ve pr_actices and social interactions tl1at various features affordances . Taking
a contextualized perspective, it can also be claimed that it is not only
the interface itself which is relevant for tl1e user, but also tl1e underlying affordances, which are allied 'vvitl1 tl1e functional opportunities of the
platform.
.
The concept goes back to works by Gibson ( 19 82). He descn bed
affordances as the action possibilities which a given environment presents
to an animal: "An affordance is neither an objective property nor a subjective property; or it is both if yo u like ... [it] points both w~ys, t? tl1e
environment and to the observer" (Gibson, 1982: 129). While Gibson
was describing objects in nature, affordance applies equally to _ o~er
objects, including tl1e digital artifacts or products of commumcatl<:>n
technology. For example, communication technologies such ~s so~1~l
media platforms provide users witl1 affordances as option for their activities but also set clear restrictions to their activities. Bucher & Helmond
are 'raking up this double -sided perspective and focus on tl1e relationship
benvee n user performances and technology. They suggest five types of
affordance: relational, perceived, technology, social, and communicative.
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Apart from these types, affordances can also be based upon level of
abstraction along the lines described by Bucher and Helmond as "lowlevel" and "high-level" affordance. While the first category describes
the concrete features, the latter points to the more general implications
of technology, and the dynamics and conditions enabled by technical devices platforms and media. Bucher & Helmond, (29 ) malce clear,
that "a platform-sensitive approach requires a socio -technical se nsibility
towards the distributed agency of humans and nonhumans at play. [ ... ]
Rather than thinking of the affordances of social media platform as oneway relationships whereby either the technology affords something to
users,[ ... ] users afford things to technology, the presence of algorithms
in particular suggests that such unidirectionality does not hold. By clicking and liking end-users fuel the algorithms, which in their turn generate
the information flows fed back to end-users."
One of the affordances, which is central to most of the platforms
which nowadays are the base for participatory online cultures, is the
quality of being "polymedia" in nature . Whereas traditional media were
described as convergent media as they relate to other media platforms
or the traditional media by cross-referencing in one way or the other,
social media combine various functions on one platforms for easy usage.
Some do so by implementing links, others by embedding media content
automatically. They are based on techniques of convergent user cultures, or, as Madianou and Miller (2012) described it, are po(vmedial by
nature. The concept of polymedia is defined as "an emerging environment of communicative opportunities that functions as an 'integrated
structure' within which each individual medium is defined in relational
terms in the context of all other media. In conditions of polymedia the
emphasis shifts from a focus on the qualities of each particular medium
as a discrete technology, to an understanding of new media as an environment of affordances of interconnected media" (Madianou & Miller,
2012: 170). Under these conditions, so their argument goes, the media
themselves change: "The very nature of each individual medium is radically changed by the wider environment of polymedia, since it now
exists in a state of contrast, but also synergy, with all others." They
particularly point out to the social contexts which are implied by such
connected media and argue that "first thing we need to understand
about polymedia is how the media's functional propensities underpin their relational definitions and our understanding of them as an
integrated structure" (p. 183).
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Consequently, social media platforms like Facebook or Twitter need
to be conceptualized as "polymedia," because they no longer demand
users engage in crossmedia activities, such as changing channels or platforms, but rather offer many different media in one.
In order to describe more precisely what the autl1ors term "environment of affordances of interconnected media," it seems necessary to
include both media logic and technical affordances of the media as categories for the analysis of polymedia. Most social media a.re converged
platforms and polymedia by nature, as they combine a group of distinct
media functionalities ("discrete technology") on their user interface and
integrate diverse media, textual as well as visual. In tl1is context we need
to ask, how user perceptions and user cultures are reflected in social
media logics. How this could be done systematically shall be approached
by introducing the concept of media grammar.

6.3

PLATFORMIZATION AND MEDIA GRAMMAR

New participatory usage cultures have resulted in media adoption by
populations worldwide and, as a consequence, technological development of a large and continuously growing number of digital platforms.
With participatory digital media, individuals have the pmver to aggregate
and filter news, post their mvn views online and remix media content,
which can be based on traditional media outlets. With increasing international connectivity enabled by the internet, new civic duties and roles are
emerging. This abundance of platforms has more recently been discussed
as "platformization" ( Helmond, 2015) or even as "platform society"
(van Dijk, 2013 ). Helmond gives a more technical definition of her
understanding of platformization (Helmond, 2015: 1 ): "Platformization
entails the extension of social media platforms into the rest of the web
and their drive to make external web data 'platform ready."' She analyzes
tl1e specific technological architecture and ontological distinctiveness
of platforms by taking their programmability into accow1t. As a consequence, she sees platformization as "a form of platform critique that
inquires into tl1e dynamics of the decentralization of platform features
and the recentralization of 'platform ready' data as a way to examine the
consequences of the programmability of social media platforms for the
web." (8).
This perspective opens up an applicable concept for the changes which
are either caused by the media development itself or are accompanying
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ns . onsequently, we need to develop a concept of media
.
.
1og1cs which reflects the
f
d
'
.
.
I
.
d'
. .
age o new me 1a, 111 partJcu ar soCial network
me! Ia. This mvolves a careful examination of the different dimensions
or. ay~rs of logics, including technological, commercial, social, and semiotic dimensions
·
.
· F ur th ermore, we nee d to d eve Jop an understand111g
o f tJmedia logics th a t a JI ows us to compre h end t J1e funct10111ng
· ·
·
of media
at 1e level of both societal structure and individual agency. As digitally
connected
and p art1c1patory
· ·
. .
me d'1a do not run by the same methods as
tra d 1t1onal. med·ia, b ut st1.11 re fier to them , old and new logic(
. s) have to
be combmed i'.1 order to conceptualize an approach which helps us to
understand their logic.
I Such an approach was first inti·oduced by van Dijk and Poell (2013).
11
o~d~r to get a better grasp onto mediated power and the role of social
media. 111 soci~ty, they developed a specific approach to describe the logic
of social medi~, as they see the approach of media logic particularly useful f~r these lands of platforms. The authors regard media logic as "pivotal .m understanding how in a networked society social interaction is
mediate.d by
inti·icate d ynamic of mass media, social media platforms,
and offl111e mstitutional processes" (p . 11 ). More precisely they claim:

ai:

These changes in media organizations as well as in mass media's techno logical affordances have rendered the explanatory power of media logic
as a legitimizing force even more intriguing. However, while much criti cal work has focused on conceptualizing media as public spaces or spheres,
media logic has remained under-theori zed in communication and media
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studies. The allure of such focus becomes particularly poignant when new
technological and economic mechanisms emerge, transforming the character of the media landscape at large and media logic in particular. (p. 5)
Undoubtedly, online media have not only changed in respect of their
technological affordances, but in respect of their inner system organisation, their powe r in society and their influence on hum a n action. In
order to sys tematize the dimensions, which are critical to understand the
system behind the concept of social media logic, the authors distinguish
four elements of social media logic: programmability, popularity, connec tivity, and datafication. Based on these elements, they contend that social
media logic refers to the processes, principles, and practices through
which these platforms process information, news, and communication,
and more generally, how they channel social traffic. And an important
quality which social media logic and mass media logic have in common
is that social media have the ability to transport their logic outside of the
platforms that generate them, v,,hile their distinctive technological, discursive, economic, and organizational strategies tend to remain implicit
or appear "natural."
Adopting and expanding this approach, Klinger and Svensson (2014)
suggested the concept "network media logic," comparing mass media
and digital media in terms of dimensions of producing content, distributing information and using media . They argue that social media platforms are characterized by a different, though overlapping, logic from
that of ti·aditional mass media, with regard to the inherent order of their
affordances.
In times of a media system in which a continuous stream of new
evolving digital applications influences the individual and society, the
concept of media logics or network media logic can be regarded as an
important approach for a better understanding of the relation between
media affordances, the users activities, and societal consequences. On the
one hand, the "free web" is controlled by algorithms and filter models.
On the otl1er hand, people selectively use media to retrieve information,
to connect with others, and to follow their own agenda. These activi ties are based more and more on social media logic and the polymedia
affordances which come along with these platforms. Overall, a variety of
( overlapping) logics seems to be in effect-especially against the backdrop of digitalization and the ubiquity of the internet. For one, the
internet requires a certain approach to media logics, for it is constructed
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and ruled by algorithms and filters, which are mainly programmed and
controlled by commercial and/or institutional organizations. Besides
t?at, users have the power to use selectively media to retrieve informabon, to connect with peers, and to engage as consumers or politically
active citizens, thereby changing the media environment by means of
their individual actions. The ubiquitous availability of digital media does
not only influence people's communicative practices in their private and
professional lives, but media technology itself is changed, transformed,
and further developed by its adoption in various social and cultural
contexts.
But in order to explain better how exactly the interplay between
media platforms, datafication, and user activities work, there needs to
be a contextualized perspective which integrates media affordances, user
activities and the societal consequences. So far, media affordances have
been described on more general level and have left out platform specifics.
In order to integrate this perspective, t!1e concept of platform logic
should be part of the social media logics. In order to differentiate the
specifics of existing platforms, concept of media grammar shall be introduced and exemplified by an analysis of Twitter.

6.3.1

The Media Grammar Approach

So far the term "media grammar" has been described as a concept drawn
from an analogy with language in relation to patterns structuring form
and content in a particular medium. As Meyrowi tz ( 199 8: 99) points
out:
Another conception of media involves seeing each medium as its own
language. This view of media leads to a focus on the unique 'grammar'
of each medium and the ways in which the production variables of each
medium [ . .. ) interact with content elements. Unlike most content elements, which cross easily from medium to medium and from mediated to
nonmediated interaction, media grammar variables are peculiar to media .

Meyrowitz looks at media grammar from the perspective of media literacy and approaches media grammar systematically through "focusing on
the unique grammar of each medium and the ways in which the produc tion variables of each medium interact with content elements." (p. 100)
In order to successfully interpret media grammar, Meyrowitz claims that
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one must understand "the standard range of production variables within
each medium, as well as recognizing the ways in which variables are
typically used to attempt to shape perception and response to mediated
comm uni cations" ( p. 101 ). This refers to the significance of being able
to dissect media beyond their content. Meyrowitz states that in order
to understand medi~ grammar literacy, it demands that we "have some
understanding of specific workings of individual media", but stays vague
on tl1e expression of "specific workings ." However, it becomes clear, that
media grammar literacy leads to focus on the unique "grammar" of ~ach
medium and the ways in which the production variables of each medium
interact with content elements. Media grammar is complex as it operates
in various ways . Taking, for example, media aesthetics as a part of_ media
grammar, as suggested by Zettl ( 2014 ), it might include the selective use
of camera angles, sound tracks, or font style and size.
On a more general level, two perspectives on media grammar can be
distinguished in a first step:
• Production: In media production, a set of conventions, understood
as rules, governing how content is presented in a given medium: for
example, "film grammar."
• Semiotics: A loose reference to syntagmatic structure in any kind of
media text.
The idea that media are based on distinct languages and are forming
their own grammar in a specific environment suggests the need for me~a
grammar literacy in order for the users to understand the pragm~nc
force of the media in use, that is, understanding the use of production
variables within each medium. The conception of media as environ ments then means that there is relatively fixed set characteristics of each
medium both on individual communications and on social processes
in gener'a!. Relating these qualities of media grammar to "social me~a
grammar," opens up the possibility to describe more clearly, how specific
media affordances of platform media relate to the specific usage patterns
and their social contexts.
To better explain these usage cultures the concept of "platform grammar"
shall be int1·oduced. Social media grammar refers to the within -media
properties and property rules, which shape and constitute the platforms.
Central elements of the concept of media grammar are t\vo different
levels of grammar:
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1. the surface grammar.
2. the constitutive property grammar.
~urfacegrammar is visible and accessible to the users (language, semiotic
signs, sound, and so on) and (for some media) open to the creativity of
th e users (like in mash-ups, language creation, links, and so on). Surface
gr~mmar guides through the digital environment of the platform, determmes the character of the user interface, and is subject to usability and
user acceptance. Surface grammar as such is under constant change.
Although it needs to be stable in order to not confuse users with new
functionalities, it is also necessary to add new functionalities in order to
adapt to changing user demands. Taking up the concept of the "walled
garden" as explained in the beginnjng of this chapter, it is not sufficient
to keep users happy with the same diet. Based on the overall character
and main functions of the platform, new additions spice up interest and
make users more interested in using the new options. There a.re many
examples for these modifications or extensions-algorithmic additions,
changes in user rules or additional services on a platform, from changing
filters, additional games, new information flows, or better and quicker
customization. All of these strategies include a change on the surface
grammar and show that the platform is alive and user focused.
Property grammar on the other hand is constitutive for the medium
itself and deterrrunes the rules and the functional level of the surface
grammar. Property grammar is ruled by algorithms, is not accessible to
the users and cannot be modified by users either. As such, it is the basis
for the "network logics."
\Vhen focusing on network media, media grammar particularly points
to the interplay between the within -media properties, rules, and regulations, which shape and constitute the media as a system on the one hand
and format content (media logic) and communicative practices (agency)
on the other hand . This perspective enables a more analytical assessment
of the affordances and properties of the platforms themselves . When
looking at the media practices, wruch means taking a user perspective,
the approach of the "media grammar" also opens up categories for the
differentiation of media platforms. One of the problems of many of the
models on social media is the overgeneralization of these platforms. By
no means do platforms like Snapchat, Twitter, or Instagram work on the
level of the same functionalities, rules or mechanism. On the contrary,
the more diverse the platform landscape gets, the more diverse are the
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user options regarding the respective platforms. Consequently, platform
media determine content and communicative practices via their specific logic, which can be understood as the implementation of a specific
platform grammar. Communicative practices are performed within the
framework of this specific grammar tl1at allows for using functions and
affordances, enabling certain communicative practices while constrairung
others .
Analyzing the options which are given in tl1e property grammar
it becomes evident that the role of many platforms and their powerful
owners, be it Google or Facebook, relies on a non-transparent amalgamation of surface and property grammar. The allure, or rather illusion, of media literacy is often based on mastering the surface grammar
and neglecting the lack of access to tl1e underlying property grammar.
Therefore, the call for more transparency would have to include a more
differentiated view on digital literacy.
But mastering media grammar is not easily done. Taking Twitter as an
example, it shall be explained briefly how media afforda.nces and media
logics are shaped by property and surface grammar alike.

6.3.2

Media G'r ammat·: The Example Twitter

Technological affordances are initially expressions of human considerations and decisions, but those in charge are rarely able to predict all of
the different uses of communication technologies. Depending on the
overlap of the requirements and needs of the users and the technologi cal affordances determines the success of a technology. As media lustory
shows, many technological devices and concepts ·were not accepted by
the groups they were meant for (for examples, see Chapman, 2005).
With social media like Facebook or Twitter, ,;ve have seen new forms
of appropriation and adoption. Some media platforms, for example,
"export" their grammar to other media or even to non-mediated contexts. This is often due to the competitive social media market in which
Facebook aggressively protects its superior role against smalle;. startups,
but also to user preferences and accustomed habits. When for example, the affordances offered by vVhatsApp or Instagram competed with
Facebook tools, they were bought and integrated into the "walled garden" system of Facebook. If they cannot be bought, like in the case of
Snapchat, the particular affordances are copied and integrated into the
Facebook grammar.
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A. different develo pment can be o bserved with
• the Twitter
•
g rammar,
particularly o~e signifier: the hashtag . Initially, hashtags expressed as the
# or pound sign, were not part of the original Twitter design but in
2007 , early m
· T w1tter
·
, s existence,
·
there was no convention for ' "group
talk"
T
·
·
·
. techn ology expert, is now cred.
~n Witter. Chns Messina, a social
ited with having come up vvith the very first hashtag on Twitter. He first
P0st e~ th~ hashtag #barcamp in August 2007 . His tweet focused on one
func • onahty of the hash tag. The tweet appeared like this:
how do you frel about using# (pound ) for groups. As in #barcamp [msg] ?

~essina came up with the hashtag with the purpose of gathering discus sions and online exchanges regarding Barcamp, a technology unconference gathering activity that spans worldwide. The hashtag, so it seems
f?rm the start, was suggested as a way to accommodate group conversa~ons around a topic. And although it was just a suggestion, the prac t:J.ce was picked up among Twitter users and eventually became a very
central affordance of Twitter (Scott, 2015 ). But the hashtag has by
now turned into a semiotic sign with a much wider functionality than
in the beginning on Twitter, due to intense user cultures. Taking
Instagram for example, the hashtag has been integrated into its media
grammar very productively. Hashtags as elements of the surface media
grammar of Instagram consist of complex, contextualized word formations, without the hashtag itself losing its basic function as an operator
for discourse structuring. In their research on mourning on I nstagram,
Thimm and Nehls (2017) show that the German hashtag #beerdigung
(funeral ) gives a clear indication of the context of the post and serves as
a contextualisation cue (Dang-Anh, Einspanner, & Thirnrn, 2013). But
this basic functionality gets expanded to hashtag storytelling patterns,
such as in the example below:
#grandma #why #did #you #leave #us #I #miss #you #so #much #why
#are #you #not #here #with #us #anymore #funeral.

Although this sequence of hashtags is put together in correct syntactical order, it does not appear as a simple phrase : the marking of every
single word as a hashtag symbolizes a heightened intensity and expresses
an emotional state. The hashtagged terms are not all referring to an
o bject (#so #are #much ), only the "#funeral" and "#grandma" give clear
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subject reference to the circumstances. Here the hashtag can be seen as
an example for the development of cross-platform grammar. But in most
cases, the media platforms are characterized by their very specific grammar. Regarding Twitter as a polymedia, which is based on the convergence of discrete technologies, does not, however, out rule the fact that
polymedi a environments can be dominated by a single media logic, s~1ch
as in the case of Twitter, with its specific algorithms and technological
options and limitations.
One of the most important aspects of the relation between polymedia, medi a logics, and digital discourse is the fact that the logics of the
technology in qu estion can have formatting influences on the discourse
itself. On Twitter, the introduction of a hashtag can be regarded as
the beginning of the formation of a discourse pattern. If the topic ~ets
attention from a ·wider audience, the phenomenon of the formauon
of a hashtag family can be observed frequently. In the case of the P_aris
murders of Charlie Hebda journalists in January 2015, a large van~ty
of hashtags was created, such as #CharlieHebdo, #vVeAreAllCharhe,
#NousSommesCharlie, #JeSuisCharlie, and others.
Apart from the hashtag, which is as semiotic sign and functional operator, an element of both surface and property grammar, there are other
elements of the media grammar of Twitter, which in total describe the
media affordances of this social network . Twitter allows tl1e combination
of text, image and film in one tweet-the 140-character const:J.·aint does
not foreclose a complex semiotic system. One can, for example, insert
hyperlinks in a t\'leet in order to expand tl1e 140-character limit, or add
multi-modal content (photos, videos, and links to otl1er websites). The
user is able to substantiate statements by, for example, uploading a picture of proof of a particular newsworthy situation. Inserted hyperlinks
to online articles or biog postings can provide additional background
information. Hyperlinks are visually stimulating and can be seen as narrative elements within a discussion on Twitter. The function of embedding
hyperlinks is one of four specific processes that contribute to tl1e concep tualization of Twitter as a "discourse universe" (Thimm, Dang-Anh, &
Einspanner 2011) .
In order to malce use of the affordances of Twitter, the user needs
to be experienced on the media grammar of Twitter, which is based on
four signifiers: @ for addressing or mentioning; # for tagging; http:/ /
for linking; and RT for republishing, as depicted in the "Functional
Operator Model of Twitter" below (Fig. 6.1 ).
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Functional operator model of twitter

Depending on the frequency of use of these operators for certain contexts such as political communication, users can engage in specific styles .
Thimm, Frame, Einspanner-Pflock, Leclercq, and Anastasiadis (2016)
showed, for example, how differently politicians in France and Germany
used these features for their campaigning strategies during the European
election . Here the term grammar offers explanator y value to user behavior-based on the given grammar structures, there are still a variety of
performative options, which can be used within the grammatical system.
Apart from the basic synta,x of Twitter depicted in the operator model,
there are elements of the property grammar, which are only partly transparent and are beyond user control. Whereas the surface grammar sign
of the "verified account" is a contribution to transparency of user iden tity, follower recommendations, trending topics, commercial Tweets, and
parts of the timeline stays does not get explained and stays out of the
reach for the users.
Due to its very specific media grammar, Twitter affordances are limited. Communicative practices are performed within the framework of its
platform -centered social media grammar that allows using functions and
affordances, enabling certain communicative practices while constraining others. Th.is can be seen as one of the reasons, why Twitter has a
very clear functionality as a diffusion medium and has until today only
attracted very specific user groups.
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CONCLUSION

In the discussion of the understanding and conceptualization of media
logic it has been pointed out that media logic needs to focus more clea rly
on the technological frameworks, which form the digital media system .
Particula rly the fact that technology and u ser cultures have become
interwoven, that datafication has led to new business models, and that,
\Vith data as n ew currency new economic and political po,:vers have con1e
into existence seem conv/ncing arguments to ,,ri den the scope of n1edia
logic .
This leads back to longstanding traditions in science and technology
studies, which have critically reflected on processes of adoption and integration of tec hno logy in society. Media studies, it seems, have to find
their own perspectives of integrating culture, technology, and society.
As suggested, d eveloping a contextualized approach tm:vards technology
beyond determinism could open up important insights for digital cultures in modern societies. A less general and more contextualized concept of technology in its relation social construction might be a helpful
step on this path. It does seem, however, also important to develop a
methodo logical approach to grasp the dynamic relationship bet\:veen
technology, power, and user cultures.
Often technological frameworks are either not included or oversimplified in their role for social change, and often enough, there is an underlying fear of being technologically determined (Katzenbach, 2012) . This
is particularly true for social media usage and its effects on the individual
participants as well as on the role of politics and net\vorks. Having discussed concepts for polymedia, media logic(s), and media grammar in
the context of platform media, it seems fairly obvious that media logic
has become more complex compared to the age of traditional mass
media. If societal change can be redirected to the changes in single
media logics or, more convincingly, to network logics, the question a rises
if there is a plurality of m edia logics or if we can discover one underlying
logic fo r all. Likewise, Couldry (2014: 55) asks:
First, do all media have a logic? Is it the same
media platforms and outlets change over time,
new media logic [ . .. ]? Third, if we li1nit tl1e
media formats, does that capuire enough of
social>

logic? [ . . . ] Second, when
do they acquire a wholly
notion of media logic to
how media influence the
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Such an approach towards media logic ( s ) allows an understanding of
creative appropriations such as mash-ups or cross-linking . Additionally,
changes in media organizations as well as in mass media's technological affordances have rendered the explanatory power of medi a logic as a
legitimizing force even more intriguing.
Linking this back to the question whether or not the term and the
concept of media logic holds analytical and explanatory val uc as doubted
by Krotz (this volume), it could b e argued that we ne e d to consider the
pragmatics of technologies as a b aseline in order to underst a nd their culture, impact, and societal role. The allure of such focus becomes particularly poignant when new technological and economic m ec h anisms
emerge, which have the power to transform the cha racte r of the societal
landscape at large.
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CHAPTER 7

Media Logic as (Inter)Action LogicInteraction Interdependency as an
Integrative Meta-Perspective
ICatrin Dijveling and Charlotte ICn orr

7 .1

I NTRODUCTION

Given today's digital network society (Castell s & Cardoso, 2005 ), it
seems reasonable to speak of classical media logic research (first Altheide
& Snow, 1979, 1988, 1992; recently Altheide, 2013). Diverse media are
considered as reflexively acti ng institutions that construct (social) reality.
Within this process, recent research highlights a multitude of different
angles. Meyen, Thieroff, and Strenger argue for a mass media logic "as
a driving force for social change [ . .. ] and highly com.plex construct of
interacting structures" (2 014, 271). Klinger and Svensson conceptualize
a network media logi c, comparing mass media and digital niedia in terms
of dimensions of "producing content, distri buting information and using
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This volume prov ides new app roaches to the concept of media logics - developed by
Altheide and Snow - by drawing on theoretical and empirical perspectives from international
scientists working in the field o f communica tions, media , political science , and sociology. In
an increasingly digitized and globa li zed world, powerful media structures and technologies
influence our daily lives in many respects . It is not only mass media but 'poly med ia channels'
that become more and more context uali zed in everyday li ves. Therefore, it is necessary to
revisit the theo ry of media logics, wh ich foc uses on t he strong intercorrelation of media
technologies, media inst itutions and media power fvledia Logic(s) Revisited attends to this
by critica lly reflec ting on the ide a of media logic, a much needed input in light of current
developments and strong cultural embedding of media in various social contexts.
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